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Stitching a seam. Sweeping a floor. First light after working the all-night shift. These are small
moments in everyday jobs, but surprisingly luminous.In his tenth book, Michael Chitwood
describes hard, often dangerous labor, but renders also the quietude of housekeeping and office
routines. We call this "making a living," the way we move through our days, to pay for the roof
over our heads. Raking autumn leaves or drilling a dynamite hole to clear rock for a house
foundation, we construct our lives. Chitwood knows that what we do today roots us in the past
and becomes our future. Here is praise, as Gerard Manley Hopkins said, for all our gear and
tackle.

"Chitwood seems to be a Buddhist . . . who hails from Appalachia, or he's a motorcycle-riding
philosopher taking dictation from nature, writing its gospel with his trusty crow-quill pen. Facing
both personal histories and the fates of nations, Chitwood proves that wit and ongoing
exploration of the possibilities of prayer make excellent bedfellows." -- Amy Gerstler"Chitwood
restores the make-it-new excitement of the first Imagists. Clean, clear, precise, and moving, his
poems are free of rhetorical excess and posturing. His concerns are the natural world, family,
friendship, health, and the gift and loss of these. Call it the Muse, call it Holy: the Spirit that
endows this poetry is evidence of inspiration." -- Mark Jarman --Praise for Chitwood's previous
Tupelo book, Poor-Mouth JubileeAbout the AuthorMichael Chitwood has worked on a
construction crew, in a textile mill, and for a highway department; he is also the author of seven
volumes of poetry and two books of essays. Having graduated from the only high school in rural
Franklin County, Virginia, he earned a BA in English at Emory & Henry College and went on to
work for the University of Virginia Medical Center as a science writer and editor for Helix
magazine, meanwhile earning an MFA. For a number of years, he was a science writer and
editor at Duke University Medical Center and Research Triangle Institute; he is now a professor
at the University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill.
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David Anthony Sam, “A Clear and True Collection. In "Living Wages," Michael Chitwood displays
Robert Frost's love of manual labor and his simplicity of language and everyday imagery
coupled with depth of thought and feeling.Something's being painted or patched.The rattle of
the handy, portablerack of stairs is a sound like no other.The shudder of the extension,as one
reach rides its twinup until it's twice as long as it began.Good work needs good assistanceand
what a clever commotion this is.There are no weak poems in this collection, no twaddle of
seeking the "experimental" which too often means the inconsequential phrased as the
incommunicable. Chitwood speaks cleanly and clearly and reaches the heart's muscle fiber.”

The book by La'Tonya West has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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